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The page 'File formats with extension .pdf' does not exist on this wiki. You can fix that! (Assuming you're registered and logged in.)

	 Create a new page called File formats with extension .pdf.



	Sources  
 If you're looking for places to pull either file format information, or to verify stuff you've found, or to go that extra mi
==List of Places Keeping Track of Formats==


15 KB (2,128 words) - 03:58, 16 February 2024

	Audio and Music  
 [[Electronic_File_Formats|Electronic Formats]] concerned with audio and musical data, including sound recording, instrument control, musi
For additional multimedia formats that may contain audio, see [[Video]].


40 KB (4,705 words) - 12:36, 4 April 2024

	Archiving  
 (Lossless, for generic data + file archives)
(many files => 1 file, no compression attempted)


12 KB (1,464 words) - 11:59, 4 April 2024

	Document  
 * [[Microsoft Compound File]] (OLE Compound Document)
* [[StarOffice binary formats]]


10 KB (1,124 words) - 17:58, 30 March 2024

	MOBI  
 |subcat=Electronic Publishing formats
'''MOBI''' format was originally an extension of the [[PalmDOC]] format by adding certain [[HTML]]-like tags to the data.


2 KB (225 words) - 13:49, 25 September 2023

	AZW  
 |subcat=Electronic Publishing formats
...e not protected. <sup>http://wiki.mobileread.com/wiki/AZW</sup>. The .azw3 extension is (presumably) for version 3 of this format. It has been superseded by the


1 KB (169 words) - 04:07, 28 December 2023

	EPUB  
 |subcat=Electronic Publishing formats
...al Publishing Forum ([[IDPF]]). It is based on [[XHTML]] and [[XML]] along with optional [[Cascading Style Sheets|CSS]] stylesheets. Its predecessor was th


11 KB (1,581 words) - 04:25, 28 December 2023

	Plain text  
 ...able) are based on plain text; see [[Text-based data]] for some structured formats that are stored in plain text (and hence can be opened in a plain text edit
...epertoire are used that encoding-specific details need be considered. Some formats, such as [[HTML]] and [[XML]], provide some sort of escape sequences (such 


10 KB (1,574 words) - 14:55, 28 December 2023

	Web  
 ...m overlap into other categories; basically everything that can be put in a file format of any sort can be put on the Web, and a multiplicity of types of [[
* [[Dreamweaver site settings file]] (.ste)


12 KB (1,475 words) - 02:31, 27 October 2022

	8-Bit Sampled Voice  
 ...udio. The most common file extension is ".8svx" but they may also have the extension ".iff".
* [http://www.textfiles.com/programming/FORMATS/8svx.pro File format description] (textfiles.com)


1 KB (169 words) - 05:16, 28 December 2023

	3D and CAD/CAM Models  
 ** [[SHP]] - 3DS Shapes File
** [[PRJ]] - 3DS Project File


20 KB (2,620 words) - 17:27, 28 March 2024

	Filesystem  
 |image=Office Supplies File Cabinet 02.png
...e to mount the filesystem, and thus read it, in order to be able to read a file.


8 KB (1,030 words) - 23:44, 5 January 2024

	DOC  
 '''MS Word Doc''' format is a family of formats used by older versions of [[Microsoft Word|MS Word]] (they now use [[DOCX]]
== File Types ==


7 KB (1,075 words) - 15:18, 28 December 2023

	ZIP  
 '''ZIP''' is one of the most popular file compression/archiving formats.
...ch had been file-compatible with ARC. This resulted in Katz creating a new file format, which rapidly overtook ARC in popularity (to a large extent because


18 KB (2,536 words) - 16:02, 28 December 2023

	ARC (compression format)  
 ...ning multiple files in one file for convenient download, or shortening the file length to take less download time and disk space).  Combining the two funct
...il Katz, whose [[PKARC]] and PKXARC utilities were compatible with the ARC file format. The lawsuit was widely regarded by the BBS community as being a "Da


11 KB (1,596 words) - 04:12, 28 December 2023

	Genealogical data  
 == Standardized formats ==
Formats with a documented standard, used by multiple genealogical programs and for trans


6 KB (712 words) - 20:20, 14 January 2024

	E-Mail, newsgroups, and forums  
 Formats for the storage or transmission of messages (singly or in groups) for elect
Online messages can be a language all their own, with different dialects for different types of messages, but often "leaking" fro


9 KB (1,066 words) - 22:31, 28 August 2023

	Acorn Sprite  
 ...digital cameras) in this format, but improved support for compressed image formats ([[JPEG]], [[PNG]]) in RISC OS means that sprites are typically used to hol
...extension data, followed by a sequence of images. Each image object begins with a 4-byte integer indicating its size.


3 KB (404 words) - 02:56, 28 December 2023

	RSS  
 ...imple Syndication) is a popular [[XML]]-based format (or, rather, group of formats) for providing feeds of content such as news articles, blog posts, podcasts
...promoting it, a number of sites began using it, and some tools for dealing with RSS feeds were produced by independent developers.


9 KB (1,356 words) - 00:00, 12 February 2020

	RAW  
 Formats associated with the term "raw", or the extension ".raw", include:
* [[Cameras and Digital Image Sensors]] (various formats)


422 B (59 words) - 05:23, 8 May 2021
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